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OVERVIEW & 
UPDATE
Robert A. Clyde
Board Director, ISACA



ISACA at a Glance
— Founded 1969

— Global non-profit, professional association

— Serving more than 140,000 professionals, 190 countries

— Expanding enterprise/corporate presence

— Certifications, Education & Training, Conferences, Knowledge & Insights

— Cybersecurity Nexus Platform

— COBIT Framework

— CMMI Framework
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We care deeply about people and recognize that 
employees and members are our extended family who 
we must support and nurture. 

WE ARE ONE

We operate with honesty, integrity and the highest 
level of professionalism in everything we do. Trust and 
respect is our operational foundation.

WE ARE AUTHENTIC
We are unfailingly passionate about ISACA. We are dedicated to 
maximizing its influence and impact globally. We are committed 
to lifelong learning and volunteering as part of our professional 
growth.

WE ARE DEDICATED

We thrive on being creative and innovative. We are 
empowered to make decisions and take measured risks at 
all levels of the organization.

WE ARE INNOVATIVE

We stand behind the work we do and the 
contributions we make. This is the cornerstone of 
our success.

WE ARE ACCOUNTABLE

ISACA Core Values



Purpose
Help you realize the 
positive potential of technology
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Promise
Inspire confidence that enables innovation 
through technology



ISACA believes…
ISACA propels People and Enterprises to business 
technology success. This is an outcome of our single 
purpose. We help you realize the positive potential of 
technology.

ISACA believes you can anticipate and leverage rapidly 
changing technologies, improving performance in the face 
of increased business complexity, competition and digital 
disruption.

ISACA believes the integrity of enterprises, and the 
systems, processes and people entrusted to achieve 
organizational results and outcomes, are paramount. 
ISACA serves as the objective, expert knowledge resource, 
as the enterprise pursues technology and business 
innovation, growth and efficiency.
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ISACA believes the demand for an adaptable, highly skilled 
workforce has never been greater, and provides support, 
training, tools, guidance and resource networks to 
technology professionals at all levels, around the globe.

ISACA believes technology provides infinite possibilities 
and benefits; together we will explore, understand and 
accelerate technology’s positive impact in our world.

ONE ISACA: Uniting technology-driven people, 
professionals, enterprises.



Technology Risk 
Management

Technology
Assurance 

& Audit

Technology 
Governance

Information 
Security

& Cyber Security

INDIVIDUAL

TECHNOLOGY

BUSINESS

ENTERPRISE

ISACA  Business Domains & Dynamics



ISACA Core Certification Base
ISACA’s portfolio of experience-based certifications provides individuals and their 
employers the recognition and credibility of credentials from the global leader in IT 
certifications. 
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— CISA, the “gold standard” in IT assurance certifications, first offered in 1978, has been 
earned by more than 125,000 IT audit, security and control professionals. 

— CISM, launched in 2002, has been earned by more than 32,000 information security 
management professionals. 

— CGEIT, developed in 2007, now has more than 7,000 IT governance professionals holding 
the certification since inception.  

— CRISC, started in 2010, lists over 20,000 IT risk and control professionals who have earned 
the certification.



Holistic Cyber Security Program
CSX is designed to help fortify and advance the industry by educating, training and certifying a stronger, 
more informed workforce that can keep organizations and their information secure—now and in the 
future. 

You’ll find just the right guidance, training and educational events to meet your needs, no matter where 
you are in your career.  
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ISACA’s recent acquisition of CMMI Institute results in: 

Enhanced 
Product 
Portfolio

JOINING FORCES

Shared 
Vision

Holistic 
Solutions

Collaborative 
Innovations

Greater 
Reach



The Global Impact of CMMI®
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Over 10,000 
organizations

101 
countries

12 
national governments

10 
languages

500
partners

1,900+ 
appraisals in 2015



2020 Goals
ISACA Enterprise Goals

— Be a leading authority in IT Governance and Cyber Security

— Have a highly valued portfolio of product lines for professionals ISACA serves

— Have deployed a robust, reliable, scalable, and secure technology infrastructure 
that supports ISACA’s growth

— Be serving 1M engaged professionals and annual revenue of $100M

— Provide experiences and interactions after which professionals will exclaim:
“THAT WAS INCREDIBLE!”

— Be recognized as a best place to work and volunteer
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SAFELY EMBRACING THE
CYBER FUTURE
Rob Clyde, CISM, Managing Director, Clyde Consulting LLC Jan. 19, 2017
Board of Directors, ISACA, White Cloud Security, Xbridge Systems
Executive Advisor to BullGuard and HyTrust





THE PUBLIC CLOUD “UNICORNS” CREATE BROAD
MARKET DISRUPTION…
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Company 
motto: 
“Move 

fast, and 
break 

things.”

Starts 2 
billion 
Linux 

containers 
every 
week

400+ 
updates 
per year 
and more 
than 49 

price cuts
Closed 

last data 
center in 

2015



NEW MANUFACTURING COMPANIES ARE
REALLY SOFTWARE COMPANIES
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“Tesla is a software 
company as much as it is 
a hardware company." 
–Elon Musk, Tesla CEO



OLD MANUFACTURING COMPANIES ARE SOFTWARE COMPANIES TOO?
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"If you went to bed last night as an 
industrial company, you're going to 
wake up today as a software and 
analytics company,"
Jeff Immelt, CEO General Electric



EVEN RETAIL COMPANIES ARE DIGITAL COMPANIES

Largest UK clothing retailer 

• 100% stock RFID tagged

• 400M RFID tags in 2015

• Sliced out-of-stocks by 40%
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SOON EVERY BUSINESS WILL BE A DIGITAL BUSINESS…
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…WITH SOFTWARE AT THE CORE



DIGITAL OUTAGES LIKE THOSE AT THE AIRLINES AND NEW YORK STOCK 
EXCHANGE ARE THE NEW NATURAL DISASTERS
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British Airways computer 
glitch causes big delays 
at multiple airports
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CONNECTED DEVICES ON PUBLIC INTERNET
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RECENT LARGE DATA BREACHES
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Threat Sophistication

Terrorists

Hacktivists/ 
Vigilantes

Commercial 
Enterprises

Cybercriminals

Nation-States
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…. AND THEY’VE EVOLVEDCYBER THREATS

Source: CloudStrike Inc., NACD Master Class Dec. 2014
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RANSOMWARE DISRUPTING ENTERPRISES
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LOS ANGELES (CBS / AP) — A large Los Angeles 
hospital chose to pay hackers who were holding its 
computer network hostage, a move its CEO said 
was in its best interest and the most efficient way to 
end the problem.

Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center showed 
uncommon transparency in saying Wednesday that 
it paid the 40 bitcoins – or about $17,000 –
demanded when it fell victim to what’s commonly 
called “ransomware.”



RANSOMWARE AS A SERVICE!
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RANSOMWARE EXPLODING

Ransomware is profitable
• PCs and MACs both attacked
• Encrypts data to deny access to data users
• 2 Million samples of Ransomware
• More attacks in Q1 2016 than all of 2015
• Healthcare, law offices and small business are 

especially attractive targets ($17K for one clinic)

Defense:
• App white listing or trust lists (top defense US-CERT)
• Use OpenDNS and similar tools
• Backups; however, cloud backups and storage are 

also being attacked (airgap?)

Will Ransomware be applied to IOT?
• Home lockout?
• Car lockout?
• Pacemaker function? Source: Lancope, IBM Security, Intel/McAfee



CYBER SECURITY AT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS LEVEL

28 Source: 2016-17 NACD Director's Handbook on Cyber-Risk Oversight



MOBILE PAYMENT
• Register credit or debit cards in a mobile wallet using smart phone camera or 

manual entry

• The mobile wallet is stored on the cloud and or the device

• Select your default payment method in the mobile wallet

• Use your mobile device to make a payment by placing it near the point of sale 
(uses near field communication – NFC)

• May need to authorize payment with fingerprint or passcode

• No need to get out or even carry your wallet or credit cards
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Source: ©iStock.com/tillsonburg

ISACA 2015 Mobile Payment Security Study

23% say mobile payments are secure
89% say cash is most secure (only 9% prefer to use it)
47% say credit card is secure
83% prefer to use a credit or debit card

Mobile Payment Market will be 
worth $2.8 Trillion by 2020!

Source: Future Market Insights



MOBILE PAYMENT TRANSACTION FLOW

30
www.isaca.org/knowledge-center/research/researchdeliverables/pages/is-

mobile-the-winner-in-payment-security.aspx?cid=pr_1203912

“At the heart of modern 
mobile payment systems’ 
security is the concept of 

payment tokenization”
– Rob Clyde, ISACA NEXUS, 

Dec. 7, 2015 

http://www.isaca.org/knowledge-center/research/researchdeliverables/pages/is-mobile-the-winner-in-payment-security.aspx?cid=pr_1203912


ISACA MOBILE PAYMENT GUIDANCE
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www.isaca.org/knowledge-
center/research/researchdeliverables/pages/is-mobile-the-

winner-in-payment-security.aspx?cid=pr_1203912

www.isaca.org/cyber/cyber-security-
articles/Pages/mobile-payments-more-secure-than-
conventional-payments.aspx

http://www.isaca.org/Journal/archives/2016/volume-
4/Pages/mobile-payments-as-a-security-control.aspx

http://www.isaca.org/knowledge-center/research/researchdeliverables/pages/is-mobile-the-winner-in-payment-security.aspx?cid=pr_1203912
http://www.isaca.org/cyber/cyber-security-articles/Pages/mobile-payments-more-secure-than-conventional-payments.aspx
http://www.isaca.org/Journal/archives/2016/volume-4/Pages/mobile-payments-as-a-security-control.aspx


Cloud enables the digital business



CLOUD – ALL YOU NEED IS AN IDEA AND A CREDIT CARD

One thing to play with it…

…Another thing to depend on it

Reintroduce control…

…without reintroducing friction
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PUBLIC CLOUD MARKET IS IN HYPER GROWTH

$12

$4

$75

Cloud platforms (IaaS/PaaS)

Cloud business services (storage,
file services, integration)

Cloud applications or SaaS

$91B

Cloud Platforms 
(IaaS/PaaS)

Cloud Business
Services

Cloud Apps (SaaS)

2015

Source: Forrester, “The Public Cloud Services Market Will Grow Rapidly To $236 Billion in 2020” 

$44

$14

$133

$191B$236B

$157B

$15B

$64B

2020



Key 
Elements

THE WORKLOAD: 
Workload

Infrastructur
e

Management

Data

→ Key Management
→ Encryption
→ Admin rights

Management 

→ Role-based access 
control

→ Secondary Approval 
→ Multi-factor 

authentication

Policy

→ Automation for 
workload policy

→ Any cloud abstraction
→ Workload and asset 

tagging

Infrastructure

→ Boundary-based 
policy

→ Tag policy
→ Hypervisor hardening

Data

The New Atomic Unit of IT
COMPUTE | NETWORK | STORAGE

Source:  HyTrust

WORKLOAD: THE ATOMIC UNIT OF IT



WORKLOAD SECURITY USE CASES

Eliminate privileged 
account misuse

Halt data breaches 
on clouds

Address audit and 
compliance issues

Remove costly 
infrastructure air gaps

Meet data residency 
requirements

Stop accidental 
downtime

Source:  HyTrust



DATA RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT CONCERNS

37
Source:  HyTrust



MEET DATA RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS

Define and create a 
logical boundary by 

geography, regulatory 
standard, department, 

etc.

Assign tags to key 
assets 

Define policies and 
automate security control 

enforcement for your 
defined boundary

Automatically 
encrypt 
workloads 
within the 
boundary

Network

PCI

Storage

Do not 
decrypt 

workload 
unless it 

is running 
on Host B

Workload 

Host/Server

Source:  HyTrust



CONTAINERS INTEREST AND USE HAS GROWN QUICKLY

39 Source:  DevOps.Com – “The Current State of Container Usage”;
WorkAsOne.com – Google interest trends

Google Interest Trends

Most cloud service 
providers have
the ability to run 

containers



CONTAINERS COMPARED TO VIRTUAL MACHINES

40 Source:  ZDNet

Containers are lighter weight and faster than VMs, but less isolated



CONTAINER CONCERNS

• Improper container movement or deletion

• Unpatched container images

• Not as much isolation as VMs 

• Container sprawl and complexity

41 |   
1/19/2017



DOCKER SECURITY

Security concerns:

Image signatures are not properly verified

If you have root in a container, an attacker can 
potentially get root on the entire system

Admins or scripts may move containers to a non-
compliant environment

Images may not have security patches applied

Security Remedies:

Use signed or trusted images from your private 
repositories

Don't run containers as root, if possible

Fence things in with VMs

• Run containers on top of VM

• Run VM in container

Use Docker Enhanced Controls

User namespacing:  give containers own set of 
UIDs and GIDs so users are isolated

Apply patches to Docker images
42

“Over 30% of Official Images in 
Docker Hub Contain High Priority 

Security Vulnerabilities”
— BanyonOps, ZDNet, May 29, 2015



BIG DATA



90%

10%
90% of the data 
in the world today 
has been created 
in the last two 
years alone

Source:  Mushroom Networks, The Landscape of Big Data

LEVERAGE BIG DATA TO GET BIG INSIGHTS

65% of CIOs said “determining 
how to get value from data” 

was a big challenge
– Wall Street Journal

Feb. 10, 2015

Stored data 
doubles every 
1.2 years!

That’s about 12 TB 
per person

100 zettabytes 
by 2025! – the 
equivalent of 

36 billion years 
of HD video
– Virgin Media



BIG DATA AND ANALYTICS APPLICATIONS
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Curing Cancer

Reducing Energy Costs

Predicting Weather

Predicting Consumer 
behavior

Build Better Cars

Security Intelligence
and Fraud Detetction

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.sonoma.edu/uaffairs/socialmedia/&ei=RDTaVLjEDcSzogTH1oL4Bg&bvm=bv.85464276,d.cGU&psig=AFQjCNHermo4o8VLOsS2t2xEMOzvuHL33A&ust=1423672768857054
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.motortrend.com/oftheyear/car/1301_2013_motor_trend_car_of_the_year_tesla_model_s/&ei=QO1fVf3rMYX3oASGn4CgAw&bvm=bv.93990622,d.cGU&psig=AFQjCNHpK8AgKU42jXt3yg6ob12w_m_zCg&ust=1432436398116660


SO WHAT IS BIG DATA?
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WHAT IS BIG DATA – VOLUME, VARIETY, VELOCITY
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Big Data relates to rapidly growing, Structured and Unstructured datasets with sizes beyond the ability of 

conventional database tools to store, manage, and analyze them. In addition to its size and complexity, it refers to 

its ability to help in “Evidence-Based” Decision-making, having a high impact on business operations

Volume

Variety

Velocity

Large quantity of data which may 
be enterprise-specific or general and 
public or private

1

Diverse set of data being 
created, such as social 
networking feeds, video and 
audio files, email, sensor data 
and other raw data 

2

Speed of data inflow as well as rate 
at which this fast-moving data 
needs to be stored

3

3Vs

Source: CRISIL GR&A analysis

Definitely too big to e-mail!

Other Vs?
Veracity – Uncertainty of data
Value



PARADIGM SHIFTS ENABLED BY BIG DATA
REDUCE EFFORT REQUIRED TO LEVERAGE DATA

TRADITIONAL APPROACH BIG DATA APPROACH

Govern Data to the 
highest standard, store 

it, then use it for 
multiple purposes

Understand data and 
usage, govern to the 

appropriate level, use it, 
and iterate

RepositoryGovern to 
Perfection

UseData

Data

Govern 
Appropriately

Use

Understand

Source:  IBM, “The Big Deal About Big Data”, 201448



PARADIGM SHIFTS ENABLED BY BIG DATA
DATA LEADS THE WAY—AND SOMETIMES CORRELATIONS ARE GOOD ENOUGH

Source:  IBM, “The Big Deal About Big Data”, 2014

Start with hypothesis 
and test against 

selected data

Explore all data and
identify correlations

Hypothesis Question

DataAnswer

Exploration

CorrelationInsight

Traditional Approach Big Data Approach

Data
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PARADIGM SHIFTS ENABLED BY BIG DATA
LEVERAGE DATA AS IT IS CAPTURED

Analyze data after it’s been 
processed and landed in a 

warehouse or mart 

Analyze data in motion as 
it’s generated, in real-time 

(often in memory)

Data

Insight

Analysis
Repository InsightAnalysisData

Traditional Approach Big Data Approach

Source:  IBM, “The Big Deal About Big Data”, 2014

Decrease time to insight
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UNEXPECTED INSIGHTS FROM BIG DATA
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Sale of batteries and light bulbs are not 
particularly price sensitive at stores

Phoenix not a hot spot for 
selling golf clubs, but 
Rochester, NY and Detroit are

Sources:  www.computerworld.com/article/2581229/business-intelligence/unexpected-insights.html
http://www.inc.com/oscar-raymundo/10-most-surprising-big-data-insights-of-2014.html

Motorcycle owners usually rank 
within the highest income bracket 
in their neighborhoods

Alibaba found that a woman's 
bra size is linked to how much 
she spends

Taking a train is the happiest 
way to commute to work

Uber helps reduce the 
number of DUI arrests

Tokyo is the world's 
most sleep-deprived city

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2581229/business-intelligence/unexpected-insights.html
http://www.inc.com/oscar-raymundo/10-most-surprising-big-data-insights-of-2014.html


BIG DATA PRIVACY CONCERNS

Bigger Data = Bigger Target: the higher concentration of data, the more                                 
appealing a target it makes for hackers, and the greater impact of the breach

De-Identifed” Information Can Be “Re-Identified”: data collectors claim that the aggregated 
information has been “de-identified”, however, it is possible to re-associate “anonymous” data with 
specific individuals, especially since so much information is linked with smartphones

Possible Deduction of Personally Identifiable Information: non-personal data could be used to 
make predictions of a sensitive nature, like health condition, financial status, etc.

Data Sovereignty Issues:  Many countries or regions (like the EU), may have requirements that 
certain personal data and the processing of that data remain in the country or region

Right to be forgotten:  Some areas like the EU have a “right to be forgotten” that may be challenging 
to implement in a Big Data environment.

http://www.ftc.gov/public-statements/2012/03/big-data-big-issues



USING BIG DATA TO PREDICT CRIME

53 |   1/19/2017

Source: NetworkWorld, Sep 20, 2014  

Crime Hot Spots in London

Soldiers' suicide risk predictable with Big 
Data, study says, Patricia Kime, Nov. 12, 2014

What about predicting crime by particular 
individuals? Will we have predictive 

capabilities like those in the movie Minority 
Report, but through Big Data?



BIG DATA ANALYTICS – FROM DESCRIPTIVE TO PRESCRIPTIVE
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Source: SAP

Machine Learning:

• Branch of Artificial Intelligence
• Self aware and self learning 

system
• Solves complicated problems 

where multiple predictions are 
required
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SOFTWARE ROBOTS AND COGNITIVE SYSTEMS REPLACE
HUMAN LABOR
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IBM Watson:  Digital Reasoning in 
cognitive computing

Google DeepMind

Chatbots mimic humans

Blue Prism for customer service

SyntBots (Syntel) for IT 
operations



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND CYBER RISK
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As artificial intelligence (AI) 
becomes more prevalent, 
do you think that 
cybersecurity/information 
security risk will increase, 
decrease or remain the 
same in the short or long-
term?

Source: ISACA 2016 State of Cybersecurity Survey



DARPA CYBER GRAND CHALLENGE AT DEFCON 2016

• 7 teams competing with individual supercomputers with Machine 
Learning programs

• Attacking other systems and defending your own

• “Mayhem” took the top prize of $2M
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Is the future of hacking AI?

Is the future of cyber defense AI?



QUANTUM COMPUTING AND BIG DATA
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Quantum computers could better:

• Search Big Data
• Do machine learning
• Design better drugs and materials
• Perform or break encryption

Source: D-Wave Systems Source: IBM

• To make a quantum calculation, the machine 
sets the qubits into an initial state representative 
of all the input information

• Because qubits don't have to represent only one 
value, the machine can simultaneously consider 
all possible combinations of information

• Describe the problem you want to solve with a 
series of physical constraints that the system 
must obey

• When the qubits are allowed to change in 
response to these constraints, they settle into 
values of 1 or 0 which represent the answer to 
the problem (more correctly, the most likely 
answer to the problem - quantum mechanics is 
all probability!)

• With a quantum computer, you could show the 
system a bunch of images of spiral galaxies and 
say "find things which look similar to this" 

source: http://cosmicchatter.org/news/2014/1/20/could-quantum-computers-solve-the-big-data-crunch

Qubits – 1, 0 and both at same time!



AUGMENTED REALITY DISRUPTING THE WAY WE SEE THE WORLD

60

Opening up new 
ways of attracting 
customers and 
doing business



BUT THERE IS A DARK SIDE TO AUGMENTED REALITY
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• Distracted walking and driving
• Associates social media information with location
• Shows posted, geotagged racy images and video
• Criminals use augmented reality to lure victims to location
• Gangs and terror groups virtually mark territory and targets

Mobile apps like Layar, Wikitude World Browser, etc. show
augmented reality view using camera and geotags. Risks:



AUGMENTED REALITY OPPORTUNITY AND CHALLENGES

62 Source: ISACA Risk Reward Barometer – Nov. 2016



INTERNET OF THINGS (OR SENSORS OR EVERYTHING)

63

Source:  BullGuard 2016 IoT Survey
www.bullguard.com/blog/2016/03/the-internet-of-
things-consummer-security-and-privacy-
concerns.html

Gartner predicts 26 Billion IoT Devices by 2020

7 Billion IoT Devices Today

http://www.bullguard.com/blog/2016/03/the-internet-of-things-consummer-security-and-privacy-concerns.html
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://blog.surveyanalytics.com/2014/09/top-5-infographics-of-week-internet-of.html&ei=FlraVI3CB4zooATP-4CwBw&bvm=bv.85464276,d.cGU&psig=AFQjCNGBNq4ZGSzE6Iw0YkCs6UZTHrY5kg&ust=1423682459216326


SMART TV SECURITY CONCERNS

• Microphone may always be on (for voice commands)

• Risk that attacker could turn on webcam

• Activity on Smart TV is tracked and may be shared with social media

• Like with smartphones, malicious apps could be downloaded

64

Smart TVs in the office:
• Consider not connecting to Internet; if you do, connect to a 

Guest network
• Take care as to which features and apps are enabled
• Turn off or disable microphone and webcam
• If possible, lockout others from changing TV settings



CONNECTED CARS ARE AT RISK

65

Fiat Chrysler has issued a safety recall affecting 
1.4m vehicles in the US, after security 
researchers showed that one of its cars could be 
hacked.

On Tuesday, tech magazine Wired reported that 
hackers had taken control of a Jeep Cherokee 
via its internet-connected entertainment system



SOON OUR CARS WILL AUTOMATICALLY DRIVE MOST US

66

Uber launches self-
driving cars in Pittsburg



67 USA Today, August 25, 2016



…THERE IS A DARK SIDE
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INTERNET OF THINGS – THE END OF PRIVACY?

69 |   1/19/2017

Introducing more private information about ourselves

Traditional Personally 
Identifying Information

New IoT Personal Data
What?  Where?  When?  Why?

Date of Birth

SSN/Govt. ID Number

Credit Card Number

Name

Address

Glucose level

Weight

Calories

GPS location

Heart rate

Sleep

Mood

Surrounding 
images

Driving habits

Blood pressure
Travel route

Username Exercise route



THIS FUTURE IS NEAR
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CONSUMERIZATION OF SURVEILLANCE:
CHEAP, EASY-TO-FLY DRONES
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CONSUMERIZATION OF TRACKING
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From “find my phone” to… app with cheap coin-sized, crowd-based GPS trackers



EVEN OUR EMOTIONS CAN BE TRACKED

73 Source: Wall Street Journal, Jan. 28, 2015



INSECURE IOT DEVICES AND PRIVACY

74

“All too often for other pieces of major 
industrial machinery, the controls are sitting 
there in plain sight or hidden behind the most 
rudimentary credentials. In 2012, simply 
attempting to log in as “root” or “admin”, with 
the password being the same again, was 
sufficient for another group of anonymous 
internet explorers to gain access to over 
400,000 devices. With the rise of internet-
connected devices since this study was 
conducted, that number is likely to be far 
higher.”



SHODAN.IO WEBCAM BROWSER
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USING THE INTERNET OF THINGS TO SPY?

76 |   1/19/2017

“In the future, intelligence services might 
use the internet of things for identification, 
surveillance, monitoring, location 
tracking, and targeting for recruitment”, 
says James Clapper, US director of 
national intelligence. 

Photograph: Alex Brandon/AP



END OF PRIVACY?
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Source:  ISACA 2014 Risk Reward Barometer

The New Yorker  1993 The New Yorker  2015
“On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.”

http://nyr.kr/1FSLIEY


ISACA RISK REWARDS BAROMETER – BUSINESS/IT PERSPECTIVE
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MIRAI BOTNET SOURCE RELEASED
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https://github.com/jgamblin/Mirai-Source-
Code/blob/6a5941be681b839eeff8ece1de8b245bcd5ffb02/mirai/bot/scanner.c#L123

Hackforums post includes links to Mirai source code:

https://github.com/jgamblin/Mirai-Source-Code/blob/6a5941be681b839eeff8ece1de8b245bcd5ffb02/mirai/bot/scanner.c#L123


DEF CON:  IOT VILLAGE

Total of 113 vulnerabilities found in two DEF 
CON events

• 50 different devices
• 39 brand name manufacturers

75% of tested smart locks easily 
compromised (attacker can open)

81
Source:  http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/iot-village-at-def-con-24-uncovers-extensive-security-flaws-in-
connected-devices/d/d-id/1326928

http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/iot-village-at-def-con-24-uncovers-extensive-security-flaws-in-connected-devices/d/d-id/1326928


IOT – RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USERS

• Keep IoT devices updated (autoupdate)

• Use tools to scan home network for IoT
devices and block dangerous traffic

• Turn off Bluetooth when not required

• Be wary of sites and services asking for 
unnecessary or excessive information

• Be careful about using IoT device social 
sharing features

• Avoid sharing location on social media

• Read and understand the privacy policy

82 |   
1/19/2017 Source:  Symantec, “How Safe is Your Quantified Self”



“MORE LOCKUPS”

To access on PC:
1. click view > slide master
2. click on the desired “more 

lockup” and copy (CTRL+C)
3. exit out of the slide master 

view by clicking view >
normal

4. navigate to desired slide and 
paste in “more lockup” 
(CTRL+V)

To access on Mac:
1. click view > master > 

slide master
2. click on the desired “more 

lockup” and copy (CMD+C)
3. exit out of the slide master 

view by clicking view >
normal

4. navigate to desired slide and 
paste in “more lockup” 
(CMD+V)

100,000+
Unique Scans 

Per week

5%
Of Scans Have 
Vulnerabilities

iotscanner.bullguard.com



IOT – RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONS

• Safely embrace Internet of Things devices in the workplace to 
keep competitive advantage

• Require wireless IoT devices be connected through the 
workplace guest network, rather than internal network

• Ensure all workplace devices owned by organization are 
updated quickly when security upgrades are released

• Scan networks for IoT devices; monitor for and block 
dangerous traffic to or from IoT devices

• Ensure default passwords are changed and strong

• Provide cybersecurity training for all employees to 
demonstrate their awareness of best practices of 
cybersecurity and the different types of cyberattacks

• Ensure that IT and security professionals are ISACA certified
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56% of tested devices using 
OpenSSL had not been updated in 

over 50 months
- 2015 Cisco Annual Security Report
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QUESTIONS?
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Rob Clyde, CISM, NACD Board Leadership Fellow
Board of Directors, ISACA International
Managing Director, Clyde Consulting LLC
Executive Advisor to BullGuard and HyTrust
Board of Directors, Xbridge Systems, White Cloud Security

rob@rclyde.com

Email:  info@isaca.org
Web Site:  www.isaca.org
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